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The percentages show the cumulative rise and fall in
course enrollments within each department.
OldRequired CoursesSee
Major Enrollment Declines
A trend away from the physical sciences toward the
humanitities and social sciences has occurred since the
adoption of the new curriculum in 1969. (See chart.)
Most of the departments in which courses were required
under the old curriculum have also shown decreases.
English enrollments have dropped by 20%, history by 4%,
modern languages by 25% and math by 44%. Enrollments
in the sciences have decreased by over 30%. These drops
have occurred despite the enlargement of the student
body by about 25%.
Philosophy and fine arts, however, in which courses
were previously required, have shown increases in
enrollment.
Because basic requirements were abandoned, the
English and Biology departments have done away with
their 10O-level courses altogether. Dr. J. Bard McNulty,
chairman of the English Department, speculated that the
illimination of introductory courses might have caused a
decrease in enrollments in his department.
The only department not included in the trend away
from the sciences was engineering. The recently in-
stituted cooperative program with the Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute (RPI) may have caused the in-
crease in engineering enrollments. Under the program, a
student can get a BA from Trinity and a MA from RPI in
five years. Total enrollments in the sciences, (even with
engineering included) dropped by 37%. They decreased
33% in biology, 30% in chemistry, and 54% in physics.
Enrollments increased by 30% in the social sciences and
by 16% in the humanities. The greatest increases oc-
curred in philosophy (133%), psychology (85%), religion
(43%) and the arts (70%). The Sociology department,
which was formed last year, has a course enrollment of
by Cathy Harris
246 students, 13% of all social science students.
Percentages were compiled from course enrollment
figures from the registrar's office. Totals do not include >
students in tutorial and independent study programs, or
students on open semesters.
Dr. George Cooper, chairman of the History depart-
ment, said that no serious evaluation of the new
curriculum and course trends could be made until one full
class had graduated on the new program. He said that the
College would also have to "wait for the coed situation to
clear up" before it could make a valid evaluation of the
new system.
The chairmen of the Biology, Math, and English
departments agreed that the women on campus could
affect the trends in course enrollments. They noted that
women have traditionally favored liberal arts educations.
Professor James M. Van Stone, chairman of the Biology
department, was uncertain of the effect women would
have on his department.
He acknowledged that there was a trend away from the
sciences, but he commented that the number of majors in
biology had not changed. He anticipated that the number
of biology majors would remain the same in the future. He
said that the reduction in the total number of biology
students was due to the abolition of the science
requirement.
Dr. McNulty of the English department, thought that
the new curriculum had given departments "greater
freedom." He said that a wider selection of courses could
be offered under the new system. "A combination of a
more attractive variety of courses" and the addition of
women would be responsible for any new trends in course
enrollment, he maintained.
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College Weighs Halt
In Faculty Pay Raises
The College may reduce or eliminate
planned faculty pay raises as one step to
reduce -a $500,000 gap between budget
requests and expected income for the next
academic year.
According to Vice-president Thomas A.
Smith, the reduction of a requested 5%
faculty pay raise is "one of the options"
being considered.
Preliminary budget requests for faculty
pay raises are about $100,000 according to
Robert A. Pedemonti, Associate Comp-
troller.
Two years ago, president Theodore Lock-
wood announced that the college planned to
raise faculty salaries to the "A" level set by
the American Association of University
Professors by 1975.
Smaller than anticipated pay raises
during the next few years may stop the
college from achieving that goal according
to Edwin P. Nye, Dean of the Faculty.




"Is religion prophetic and critical of the
culture, or is it simply functional?
A rabbi, a Catholic priest, a minister, and
a sociologist responded to this question in a
colloquium Wednesday. • • '
The panel included Rabbi Stanley Kessler
Father David Lonnegan, the Reverend
(Continued on P.5)
Correction
The TRIPOD mistakenly referred to
the man in Friday's front page picture as
Prank Gontarz. It was actually Edmund
Rapoza, a College security guard who
was pictured speaking to several B&Gr
workers. „ . ,
According to Alfred A. Garofolo,
director of campus security, Portuguese-
speaking B&G workers asked Rapoza to
come to the meeting and translate for
tliem. • • ' „ ' • i .
creasing the level of its "A" scale by about
7.5% per year. There is little chance that the
college will reach the "A" level unless the
organization reduces that rate of increase,
Nye said.
The AAUP may begin to slow the rise in
its "A" scale because many colleges are
finding it impossible to raise faculty salaries
as quickly as they use to, Nye said.
Nye said that "no decision has been made
yet" on the size of faculty pay increases. He
said that he had originally requested pay
raises averaging "a little over 5%". Lock-
wood is now considering a faculty pay raise
of about 5%, according toJMye. Nye agreed
that the pay raise might have to be reduced
further.
Nye said that any pay raises would not be
"across the board". Pay raises will be given
on the basis of "merit evaluations" of
faculty members, he said. Nye said that he
would "insist vigorously" that faculty pay
increases be included in the College's
budget for next year in order to maintain the
system of merit increases.
According to Smith, the College is also
considering eliminating a planned 5% pay
raise for administrators. According to
Pedemonti, a 5% pay raise for ad-
ministrators would cost about $31,000.
Smith said that he thought a 5% pay raise
for the secretarial staff should be approved
because "good quality secretarial people
can get better salaries in some corporate
offices downtown" than at the College.
According to Pedemonti, the 5% pay raise
for the secretarial staff would cost about
$27,000.
Both Nye and Smith refused to speculate
on which programs might suffer cuts in
their budget in order to close the $500,000
budget's gap.
According to Pedemonti, the College had
a deficit of over $300,000 during the fiscal
year which ended June 30,1970. He said that
he hopes the College's budget will be
balanced this year. The Board of Trustees
"is insisting on a balanced budget for next
year," Pedemonti said.
The Executive Committee of the Board of
Trustees discussed next years budget with
College Administrators Monday afternoon.
According to Pederaonti the final budget
will be presented to the full Board of
Trustees in April or July.
First Snow
A first snow blankets the quad in this annual 'first snow" photograph. Snowball fights
and sledding were popular amusements on Saturday... and Mather Hall wants the trays
back, please.
Student Drive Ends Today
ForB& G Holiday Baskets
At least two attempts are being made by
students at the College to provide Christmas
dinners to local families.
A committee of students is collecting
money to give Buildings and Grounds
workers and their families a Christmas
meal. Collection tables will be in Hamlin
and Mather Halls today.
According to Robert H. Mueller '71, a
member of the committee, $300 was raised
during last week's Building and Grounds
strike from individuals and student
organizations. Another $200 is needed, he
said.
Money to be used for the student dining
room's traditional Christmas buffet will be
donated to under-priviledged families in
Hartford.
Students voted at dinner Thursday to give
the $525 alloted for the buffet to the Od
Squad and Revitalization Corps, two
student-run community activity programs,
according to the manager of Saga food
services, Jerry Lithway.
The money will be used to provide 120
turkeys for the families participating in the
two programs. Distribution is being
coordinated by Vic Haas '71, who originated
the idea.
In place of the buffet a "hard-time"
dinner of franks and beans will be served in
Mather Hall Saturday, Lithway said.
The committee collecting for B&G
workers has not decided how the money will
be distributed and how the food will reach
the workers and their families.
Mueller said the committee may buy a
turkey and canned goods for each worker.
They will either be distributed directly to
(Continued on P.5)
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Red Bone at Ferris: (Lawson Photo)
Arriving over an hour after they were scheduled to appear, Red Bone settled down to a two hour concert in front of about 200
people in the Ferris Gymnasium Sunday. It was a benefit concert for the Alcatnu Indian settlers (Red Bone consists of
four Indian musicians)/
Concert at Vassar
Heron, Williamson Lead String Band
Mike Heron and Robin Williamson are
probably two of the most unique con-
temporary songwriters. Their excellent
musicianship and vocalizing is
unquestionable. Together with their friends
Licorice and Rose, they make up the In-
credible String Band and they produce some
of the freshest music today.
A close analysis of their intricate musical
style" would be too complicated. They have
obviously been influenced by old Irish folk
music and Indian raga. Their poetic lyrics
are highly romantic, often containing
mythic and Biblical references. But no
matter how intricate the style may become,
no matter how symbolic the lyrics may get,
the predominating mood on each of their
eight albums has been happiness. They are
a joyful, celebrating band. And it was in
search of this spirit of celebration that I
braved Friday's snowstorm and headed for
Vassar College. It was a risk well-worth the
by John Speziale
taking.
Until quite recently, Incredible String
Band fans have been a somewhat select
group, made up of connoisseurs who truly
appreciate their uniqueness and freaks who
simply like them because they are "so
weird, man". I've been a fan myself now for
nearly three years, and it has only been in
the past year that I've come across an en-
couraging number of their admirers. But
the crowd at Vassar was encouraging. The •
hand's message of joy is spreading.
The group opened with !'BJack Jack
Davy", a rousing folk song, sung by Heron
in his stacatto tenor. Williamson played
violin, Licorice played bass, and Rose,
mandolin. In fact, the stage was literally
covered with instruments including piano,
organ, guitars, drums, and even a kazoo or
two. In the course of the evening the four
members switched from instrument to





The water bed is the first totally new concept in bedding in 200years. It's designed for the
way man's body was meant to sleep. It is the most comfortable, orthopedically sup-
portive bed available today.
The water bed is a vinyl mattress scientifically developed and tested to give you safety
even under extreme weight and pressure. It follows your natural body rhythms, gently
lifting you to a state of sensual relaxation. Each movement echoes back as three, making
night time an event of total joy. You fall asleep faster, sleep deeper and wake up rested,
fresh and thoroughly alive.
Noah's Hydra-Pickle
57 Pratt St. Suite 602
Phone: 249-4258
U-5 Tues., Wed., Fit , Sat.
11-9 Mon., Thursday.
Prices: $65 and up. live and love in liquid luxury.
matched by any other group I've seen.
A disappointing feature of the concert was
the amount of time which passed silently
between songs as the group tuned and
retuned instruments Robin Williamson
tried now and then to keep things going by
telling stories, but his thick brogue and the
poor acoustics made his jokes inaudible. But
such a consideration for perfection is to be
admired in a group, no matter how much it
slows down production. Mike Heron actually
stopped playing a song he had started. He
had to get the tone adjusted on his
microphone (Occasionally, throughout the
concert, Heron seemed somewhat tense
about the balance of the sound. He seems to
be the serious force behind this group, as
opposed to Williamson who gets too silly at
times.).
The audience, for the most part, ap-
preciated the interruptions since the music
was thoroughly enjoyable and the concert
itself was so long - two and a half hours.
Anyone who has ever listened to their
records knows that many of the songs they
do have long, complicated patterns and
intricate musical accompaniment and
vocalization. Tracking makes much of this
possible, and one might expect that the
Incredible String Band would lack
something in concert, being primarily a
recording group. They live arrangements
may be different, but they are just as ex-
citing. And the spirit they give off, the ex-
citement they obviously feel (Licorice
dancing fairy-like, Williamson jumping as
he fiddles, Rose and Heron smiling at each
other) is contagious. • The last song had
people clapping time and dancing in the
aisles.
It was refreshing not to hear any pseudo-
political speech between numbers. It was
refreshing not to have to put my fingers in
my ears for fear of going deaf. And it was
refreshing to see four superb musicians, in
love with what they are doing, turning on an





Having triumphed with its current
American premiere, "A Place Without
Doors", New Haven's Long Wharf Theatre
will launch another new play - "Yegor
Bulichov" -- with Morris Carnovsky in the
title role, opening December 18.
"Yegor Bulichov" was written by the
brilliant Russian novelist and dramatist
Maxim Gorky, author of "The Lower
Depths". The Long Wharf English speaking
version of "Yegor Bulichov" was translated
and adapted by Joan Isserman.
"Yegor Bulichov" will be staged by Long
Wharf's Artistic Director, Arvin Brown. Mr.
Brown just returned from New York, where
he directed the Broadway revival of Noel
Coward's "Hay Fever",
The central character, Yegor, played by
Mr. Carnovsky, is a rich Russian merchant.
The American premiere production marks
Mr. Carnovsky's first appearance on the
Long Wharf stage.
Long one of America's foremost actors,
Mr. Carnovsky, is best known for his per-
formance as King Lear at the American
Shakespeare Festival in Stratford, Con-
necticut, in 1962.."His.faterpretation of Lear
won praise from critics and the public as
over 55,000 people came to see a portrayal
ranked among the greatest Lears of the
century.
Mr. Carnovsky's film roles include ap-
pearances in "A View from the Bridge".
"Cyrano de Bergerac", and "Rhapsody in
Blue". He starred in the stage and television
productions of "The World of Sholom
Aleichem".
The selling of Long Wharf's next
American premiere is Yegor Bulichov's
home, in the city of Kostroma on the Volga.
The time is the eve of the formation of
Russia's Provisional Government in March,
1917. The household ia the eye of a historical
and political storm, and the sounds of
demonstrations in the streets gradually
intrude into the narrative of the play.
The play functions smoothly on both
dramatic and historical levels. Yegor's
sense of helplessness in old age is also the
impotence of Russia1-itself -on the brink of
revolution - challenged and assailed by
individuals and classes, tormented by loss of
faith in religion's and society's institutions,
"Yegor Bulichov" is the second Gorky
premiere to be presented at Long Wharf.
Last year's production of "Country People"
reaped a harvest of rave reviews from The
New York Times, The Nation, and
Newsweek.
"Yegor Bulichov" will play at Long Wharf
from December 18 - January 9.
For reservations to "A Place Without
Doors" or "Yegor Bulichov", call or write
Long Wharf Theatre, 222 Sargent Drive,
New Haven, Connecticut 06511. (203) 787-
4282.
Photo
Get your entry in for the $100 TRIPOD
photography contest. One mounted and
one un-mounted black and white print
should be submitted to the TRIPOD
office no later than January 30.
C H R I S T M A S
V E S P E R S
A Service of Lessons and Carols
with the
Trinity Concert Choir




Double Bill at Austin
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Horvath Play Effective, 'Maids' Not Compelling
by Jason Llovd •*• C3*by Jason Lloyd"Do you get paid by the word or not? " resolution
"I don't, " I answered.
"Don't what?"
"Get paid," I answered.
"Then why do you write these short,
stinking 'reviews?' "
"That's the problem," I answered.
"That they stink?"
"No, that they're too short."
"But you should be creating an art form,
not just words."
"Less matter and more art?"
"You're slipping. . ."
"OK, what would you say about the two
one-act plays at the Arts Center last week-
end. And remember, artistic criticism."
The weltanschaung of two contemporary
playwrights, their angst, their weltschmerz
and their sangfroid, was a tour de force of
acting and is certainly a cause celebre for
all those combatting ennui.
"That's a bunch of bullshit."
"But I'm just getting into it."
"Did you like the plays or not?"
"The first one was only fair, the second
one pretty good."
"So why don't you just say it like that?"
"Because I don't like to pass value
judgements on people's writing or acting."
"Justify what you say and you will have
made a contribution to the artistic process.
You will be forging a creation of a higher
order. Now, which one do you want to
discuss first?"
"I don't want to talk about THE MAIDS at
all."
"But you've got to."
"But I didn't like it. It was a Genet play,
but there was nothing compelling about it- it
wasn't gripping. There were paradoxes,
confusions, contradictions, but I didn't care
about pursuing them."
"Did you stay interested in it."
, "For a while."
"What kept you interested?"
"Mary Salter in a slip."
"But she put a dress or two on."
"Yes, but if you lowered your head, the
slip was still showing, until one time she
went off stage and someone fixed it. Then I
lost interest.
"There must have been some other part
'you liked."
"Well, when both maids went off-stage,
there was a much needed silence, a rest
from the high-strung, strained voices:"
"How about the Madame"
"Her much awaited coming was a
disappointment. I think she underplayed a
little too much, like when she said, 'Hap-
piness makes me giddy,' and she yawned."
"What did you think about the play as a
whole"
"Well, it was a talky play to begin with-
and I thought what little movement there
was. could have been better. Mary Salter
rocked back and forth too much, and she had
trouble making physical contact with
Eleanor Pratt in the slap or 'hands-Off
scenes. Megan O'Neill was interesting at
first, but her entering the scene was more of
a problem than problematical."
"What did you think the plays were about-
why don't you give a little summary."
"I thought the author was raising
questions about identity, certainty, life and
death, madness and sanity, masculinity and
femininity, rituals and role playing- read
Martin Esslin or Sartre- they go all though
this sort of stuff about the play, but of course
they can't say anything about the Trinity
production. The play had its good moments,
operated on an interesting premise or
premises, and did leave the audience with
some residual questions. Unfortunately, the
of these questions wasn't
pressing."
"Do you have anything else to say?"
"Can I talk about QWERTY AND THE
INDIANS now?"
"OK"
"I thought that was much more effective-
right from the time the stage came up as
Hunt was climbing up the mountain. It was
like the stage at the Radio City Music Hall,
except without all the cornball girls; it was
an opening that put me in a receptive
mood."
"Then what did you think?"
"I haven't been in the Army, yet, and I've
only seen movies about Army life, but
somehow, Cotter Smith was the perfect
army officer- he was officious, made little
sense, believed in his superiors -THEY- and
preserved the sanctity of CLASSIFIED
information."
"This play was all men- no slips; what
kept you interested?"
"Oh, that was easy in this one. The
dialogue kept the play fresh. After all, the
situation- two people waiting- has been done
by all contemporary playwrights, but the
question is WHAT do they do with it. I
thought the author, Miklos Horvath, probed
new as well as used possibilities, keeping the
audience involved by satisfying and foiling
their anticipations."
"How about the acting?"
"That's the center of it. David Bargman,
often alone on the stage, was able to raise
and successfully un-answer questions about
his position: maybe his CO and he were
stranded on the mountain top as part of a
survival test- but whose? He was, what they
call in football, the playmaker."
"That's a lousey metaphor- it doesn't even
work."
"He was, what they call in chemistry, the
catalyst."
"For whom?"
"Thatwas the problem raised in the play.
"Then what did Qwerty do?"
"He was the unseen off-stage force."
"But we saw him."
"Then what was he. . ."
"He-"
"He stood there, lit by uncertain spots, an
abominable snowman, a foresaken
parachutist, a friend of the INDIANS, whose
hesitating movements and almost
illuminating speech precipitated the major
movement of the play and the possible
resolution."
"That sounds like a bunch of crap again.
He was James Allison- everyone expected
his coming because he,was listed in the
program, in order of appearance. What you
haven't told us is what you thought about the
play."
"It had hints of CATCH-22 and Terrance
McNally's BOTTICELLI, but that's only
because they are all dealing with a similar,
human situation. Through humerous,
stimulating dialogue, the penetrating
playwright (who has a definite feeling for
the stage in this; his first play) led the
audience through a potentially going no-
where, no-where-man situation. Perhaps
Qwerty could have said a little less, Cotter
Smith's final plea could have been a bit
shorter, and David Bargman could have
come out of himself into his role a bit more.
The play, nonetheless, was. . ."
"Was what?"
"Was POIUYTREWQ, QWERTYUIOP-
Oh, what the hell. . It's the best new
American play I've seen this year."
"Asshole, Vincent Canby said that about a
movie."
"Well, it's a start?"
Yale Drama Opens With
'The Boys from Syracuse'
The Yale School of Drama opens its 1970-
71 workshop series with Rodgers and Hart s
"The Boys from Syracuse" Tuesday,
December 15 through Saturday, December
19at8:00p.m. in the Experimental Theatre,
222 York Street, New Haven. Third-year
directing student Barry K. Smith is staging
this revival of the 1938 hit musical comedy
based on Shakespeare's "The Comedy of
Errors." ,
The director is approaching the
production through the style of the 1930 s;
specifically, through the routines of Busby
Berkeley, whose dance numbers dominated
films of that era.
Smith sees much that is common between
today and the '30s. "There is that state ot
depression and an environment ot chaos and
threatening change," says the director,
"that leave us reaching out for some form
that will bring some degree of stability.
Hopefully, that form will keep us laughing."
"The Boys from Syracuse," a comedy of
mistaken identity conceived first by Plautus
in "The Twin Menachmi," was revived off-
Broadway in 1963 where it ran for over 500
performances. The score features such
standards as "This Can't Be Love,"
"Falling In Love With Love," and "Sing For
Your Supper."
For reservations and information call the
box office at 562-9953.
: * * * *
The Yale Cabaret, located' at 217 Park;
Street, New Haven, will present "The
Second Shepherds' Play, " regarded , the
masterpiece of medieval English farce,
Thursday, December 17 through Saturday,
December 19 with performances at 10:00
and 11:30 p.m.
A Cry in the Darkness: (Whetzel Photo)
Osborn (Cotter Smith) yelling in despair after finding that Hunt has left him in
QWERTY AND THE INDIANS by Miklos Horvath, the second of two one-act plays
presented Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights in the Austin Arts Center.
Symphony
Buketoff Takes the Baton
by Joel Kemelhor
The Hartford Symphony performed an all-
Russian program Wednesday night at the
Bushnell. Igor Buketoff, a guest conductor,
offered a well-balanced musical survey,
ranging from an overture by the influential
Romantic composer Balakirev to the sinewy
First Symphony by the leading Soviet
master Shostakovich. Between these two,
the Spring Cantata by Rachmaninoff and
the Coronation Scene from BORIS
GODOUNOV by Moussorgsky were heard.
For these last two works, the orchestra was
augmented by the Hartford Symphony
Chorale and baritone Woodward Waesche.
Russian classical music was very much a
product of composers belonging to two
overlapping idealogical schools. The
cosmopolitans, who generally wrote
Romantic music similar in form and
technique to that of their western European
counterparts, included such men as
Tchaikovsky and Anton Rubinstein. The
nationalists sought to establish a truly
Slavic style of composition. Their ranks
included Balakirev, Moussorgsky, and
Rimsky-Korsakov. Both groups borrowed
extensively from the apparently limitless
melodic stores of Russian folk songs and
church music. The 20th century composers
on the program might also be assigned to
the old idealogical schools, Rachmaninoff
falling head-over-samovar into the
Romantic cosmopolitan group, and
Shostakovitch, despite his officially
frowned-upon flirtations with avant-garde
idiomSj still attempts to chronicle the
Russian national character in his music.
So much for labels. What is indisputable is
that much Russian music is rich in melody
and drama, both qualities- readily ap-
preciated by an audience. Last week's
performance by the Hartford Symphony
was generally satisfying, and at times even
thrilling. The strings sounded ragged in the
Balakirev overture, and the brass was
•impressive only in the Shostakovitch, but
Mr. Buketoff managed to get together a
coherent performance of each work. Under
his direction, the woodwinds sounded more
disciplined than usual, and most of. the fun
intrinsic in Shostakovitch's false con-
clusions and somewhat vulgar or-
chestrations was realized.
Rachmaninoff's Spring Cantata is a
setting of a poem by N. A. Nekrasov, and
tells the story of a peasant who has brooded
for a winter over his wife's infidelity. He
hears in the wind a command to kill her, but
the knife falls from his hands when spring
comes "stealthily in." The cantata is an
unpretentious work and, while Rach-
maninoff's great gift of melody was evident
only at the conclusion, it seemed at first
hearing to express the dark emotions of the
poem.
The Coronation Scene from BORIS
GOUDONOV is one of the grandest
moments in opera, and is similar to the
Triumphal Scene in AIDA in that both
combine pageantry with psychological
conflict. Here, amidst salvos of acclaim
from the people, the sinful Tsar Boris muses
fearfully about his position as a murderer
and usurper. The scene reaches a thrilling
climax as the chorus continues to h"ail the
Tsar and church bells peal. At the symphony
performance, a tape of church bells was
played over the live music at the finale of
the scene. It tended to muddy the sounds
from the stage.
It has been said that Russian tenors sound
like baritones, Russian baritones sound like
basses, and Russian basses sound positively
subterranean. This deep kind of singing
produces a king of internal music that
suggests the rumbling of Mother Russia
herself. It was this inner strength which was
missing from the singing of the Hartford
Symphony Chorale, as well as that of
baritone Waesche, who struggled manfully
to be heard over the orchestra and chorus.





A Gun Play by Yale Udoff will be given its
world premiere at the Hartford Stage
Company this season. The play which is the
fourth script to receive its first production at
the Hartford Stage Company will open on
January 8th.
A Gun Play was brought to the attention of
the Hartford Stage Company by the Office
for Advanced Drama Research, a project
funded by the Rockfeller Foundation. This is
the second script produced by the Stage
Company under the auspices of this project.
The first was last year's much hailed
production of The Trial of A. Lincoln by
James Damico. Asmall grant has been
made to assist the Stage Company in
production of the script.
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Beethoven?
The Marzipan Who?
Shown above are the Marzipan Shepherdesses from The Nutcracker (Suite) which will
be presented by the Boston Ballet Company at Theatre 14, Center for the Performing
Arts, Smith College, on Jan. 6, 7, and 8, at 8:SO and Jan. 9 at 2:30 and 8:110.
Wednesday irs Washington
The Beethoven birthday craze (1776-1827)
has descended upon Trinity College with a
fervor that makes the football team's
number one rating about as significant as a
Tripod editorial. In an unprecedented move
the Office of Community Life has declared
December 16th a national holiday, and
rumor has it that Ludvig Salisch has rented
a Stradovarius for a 3 a.m. concert in the
squad. Indeed, Beethoven is to Trinity what
ChSty Puller is to the Marine Corps.
With all this hubbub about Billy
Beethoven's birthday, it is only fair that
history record the little known story of
Beethoven's brother.
Jim Beethoven was Billy's junior by three
years and from the beginning was found to
be the brighter of the pair (he toilet-trained
three months earlier). At the PTA meetings
it was always said that Jim threw
playschool blocks and kicked the girls just
like the other kids, but that Billy just sat
there humming like a dummy. When Billy's
mother Beatrice hired a piano teacher for
the boys, Jim was ecstatic and learned to
play "Skipping through the Woods" in half
the time of the normal student. But no
matter how long Billy spent at the piano he
never caught the instructor's fancy
(Whaddaya mean you want a hundred ten
piece orchestra?).
It was only natural that Jim go to an
Eastern Coed Liberal Arts College while
Billy stayed home and became a secluded
stuffed shirt (did you ever-see Billy in blue
jeans, Jim once queried). While Jim turned
on, drank, partied, and read every third
assigned book, Billy plodded through a
musical theory that earned him a contract
with Capital records.
Yes, Jim did everything right but through
a quirk of fate Billy became the famous one.
We all remember how Beethoven serenaded
America through her roughest times - the
building of the Panama Canal ("I'm
Dreaming of a Wide Isthmus"), Prohibition
Joan Stone Dances, Talks of Her Work
Last Wednesday night; about 30
aficionados of dance at Trinity were offered
an interesting treat.in the form of some
political dances by New Haven-based Joan
Stone.
Trained in the classical ballet idiom, she
now does works relevant to the community
and political situation. Her first peice
concerned a man who had been needlessly
"moved around" by urban renewal. She now
dances at rallies, social gatherings, schools,
and many civic functions.
Miss Stone danced alone, wearing green
tights and red sneakers . (the sneakers
seemed a bit incongruous, but were
necessary for traction on the slippery
Washington Room floor) with no musical
accompaniment, lighting, or other technical
assistance. The first half of the program
consisted of five short dances and a longer
"sonata" set originally to Beethoven's
Appasionate Sonata but here danced in
silence. The five sketches were performed
without a break, and they flowed con-
tinuously, making it nearly impossible to
differentiate between the sections.
They were consecutively procrastination,
neuroses, anger, a Brecht haiku, and "Rich
man, poor man." The third sketch (anger)
was taken from a poem by the Russian poet
by Robin Wagge
Mayakovsky, and Miss Stone spoke the
words "I want the pen to be on a par with the
bayonet," with varying degrees of volume
and emphasis as she danced, forcing the
audience to weigh carefully the intent and
meaning of the words.
As she moved around the room,
sometimes speaking, sometimes silent, one
could sense the tension she created with the
controlled passion of her body, drawing the
audience toward her in empathy.
Because her movements were so refined
and expressive, it came as a bit of a surprise
to' hear her speak or shout, and her words
had the effect of a thunderclap in the night
reverberating and magnified with the
passing seconds.
The Appasionata Sonata was also quite
interesting. As. she explained in the
discussion session following the per-
formance, dancers usually envision pat-
terns of movement when they hear music,
but this was a chance for one to compose
sounds in one's mind to already existing
steps. Thus the possibility for interpreation
of her piece was virtually limitless,
depending upon the mood or experiences of
the individual members of the audience.
After a short break, Miss Stone danced





After a short break, Miss Stone danced
what she called "growing" in which she
seemed to be going through different stages
of life, expressed by emotions of naivete,
bewilderment, apprehension, security,
doubts, confidence, joy, sorjrow, and
numerous other feelings which, again, the
audience perceived individually in their own
fashion. As she danced, she travelled around
the room, touching people or pausing to
stare at them for brief moments. It was
most interesting to watch the expressions of
the audience range from surprise to ac-
ceptance to sharing appreciative coun-
tenances.
She took someone's hand and asked, "Will
you join me?" and they walked to another
person, and another until everyone in the
room held hands and walked together in
silent communication. It was most effective
because of the spontaneity of the action and
a genuine desire of the audience to become
involved with what the dancer was doing,
This form of dancing is a unique concept
in that Miss Stone used her excellent
technique as a vehicle of personal ex-
pression rather than as pure dance for the
sake of performance alone. In so doing, she
provoked the audience into responding
emotionally and thus becoming involved in a
learning experience rather than merely
being entertained by an artist at a distance.
The close proximity ofthe dance floor to the
audience also brought one closer to her, a
distinct advantage because it enabled, one to
observe her facial expressions which she
used so deftly that it was difficult to
determine her age, which seemed to range
from not yet twenty to well past sixty.
In short, Miss Stone'e excellent per-
formance created a felling of unity among
the audience by virtue of her strong but
refined expressiveness which drew them
together and elicted a positive emotional
response.
David Galbmith
("Moonlight Sonata"), and Calvin
Coolidge's election ("The Pathetique
Sonata"). But the days that Jim spent
negotiating an equitable treaty with the
Panamanians, the nights when Jim
Beethoven's bootlegged gin kept America
happy, and that horrendous October when
Jim's Goldman Sachs paper money
evaporated -- they are all forgotten.
So America when you sit down on Wed-
nesday night to revel in the calm of the P
THE Pastoral Symphony, when you listen to
the closing minutes of NBC news, when you
share with your fellow Americans the
greatness of Billy Beethoven, remember
Jim Beethoven. Remember Jim Beethoven
and the kind of men that made America
what she is. Anyone that understands
America can never be unhappy again.
And if this knocks your esteem for
Beethoven's music down a few keys don't let
that bother you. As Jim Beethoven once
said, "He never heard half the things he





modern dance program will be held in the
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts Center
at Trinity College on Friday, December 18,
at 8:30 p.m. The program is being spon-
sored, choreographed and performed by
members of the Trinity dance department
under the direction of Jack and Janet
Nightingale, artists-in-residence at the
college. The public is invited.
The program will include a lecture
demonstration of dance technique, a dance
choreographed by Nightingale with an
ecology theme, three student-
choreographed dances and a duet
"Gourami" to be performed by Nightingale
and Elizabeth Thompson, professional
dancer and wife of Clive Thompson, director
of Trinity's dance department who is
presently on tour.
The student demonstrators will par-
ticipate in the lecture deomstration. Janet
Nightingale has done the choreography and
Jack will supply a narration. The ecology
dance with student performers in roles of
amoebas, flagella, crickets, grass, animals,
and including a special sunrise climax was
assembled by Nightingale.
David Appel, a Trinity junior from
Meadowbrook, Pa. has choreographed a
dance to be performed by him and other
dance students. Two Wosleyan students who
are enrolled in the evening classes will also
perform works they have choreographed.
"Gourami" was choreographed by
Nightingale in 1968 and has been performed
as a duet by him and his wife, both in New
York and in England.
"By no means is this program
professional," remarks Nightingale. "I
don't want it to be. But it will be a lot of fun
to do. I'm really looking for something
where we can get together and laugh at each
other."
JUST LIKE MOM'S BAKING
DECORATED CAKE $4.00
MRS. R. H. GSLPIN — 529-4911
WILL DELIVER TO CAMPUS
ABC PIZZA HOUSE
Across from Trinity College
287 New Britain Ave.,
Hartford
"Call before you leave
the Campus"
Phone 247-0234
Mon. - Thur. 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m.-1 a.m.
Sun.-12a.m.-ll p.m.
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David King, and Richard Fenn, associate
professor of sociology. Frank G. Kirk-
patrick, associate professor of Religion,
moderated the discussion, which was
presented in conjunction with "Religion in
America", a course Kirkpa trick teaches.
Fenn stressed the functional aspect of
religion. He asserted that religion has two
important functions: to make the social
system legitimate, and to bring about in-
tegration of various social groups. He said
that religion helps to create a feeling of
basic trust in society and at the same time
motivates a commitment to society. Society
can use these "primary emotional com-
mitments" and trust to unite the people.
Father Lonnegan agreed that religion
serves to "keep people together." He saw
the clergy as mediators between social
factions. The power of mediation, however
must be "prudently" used to get positive
results, he said. No faction can be denied
attention or help, he continued.
Rabbi ,Kessler maintained that there
should be no distinction drawn between
religion and life. He commented however,
that what is preached inside the temple is
not practiced outside. "We have to cringe
that synagogues as well as churches came
on the coattails of the civil rights
movement," said the West Hartford rabbi.
The Rev. David King, administrator of
Center City Churches, blasted the division of
American religion into three parts :
(from P.I)
Protestant, Catholic and Jewish. He
asserted that one does not have to practice
religion, to receive God's grace.
Food • .
(from P .1)
the workers or given through their union,
Local 531, Service Employees Union, A.F.L.
- C.I.O., he said, and have the union
distribute it.
Mueller felt relations between workers
and other members of the college com-
munity had been strained by the strike. He
said the committee thinks an "act of good
will" might help to ease those tensions.
The members of the committee do not
want this to be a token gesture, he said. He
said they are afraid faculty and students
might feel guilty because workers had not
received the wage increawe they had asked
for. The committee hopes people will
contribute because they really want to help
the workers, not to assuage their guilt.
Mueller said the committee hopes for
significant faculty contributions.
Members of the committee include
Mueller, Steve Barkan, 73, David Roochnik,
'73, Douglass Payne, '71, and John Seager,
73. All are members of the Trinity Student
Union.
TUESDAY, December 15
6:30 p.m. - SIMS Alumni Lounge
7:30 p.m. - Joint Physics and Urban En-
vironmental Studies Lecture by Robert
Nathans, Dir. - of Urban Science and
Engineering, State Univ. of N.Y. at Stony
Brook "The Scientist and The City"
Reception following. - McCook Auditorium.
6:00 p.m. - F. Basketball - St, Thomas
More - Home.
8.00 p.m. - V. Basketball - Brandeis -
Home. .
10:30 p.m. - Compline Chapel.
WEDNESDAY, December 16
11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. - Faculty Wives
Garden Club, Boutique Christmas Sale, TV
Lounge, Mather Campus C.
Noon - The Eucharist - Chapel.
3:00 p.m. - F. & V. Squash - Yale - Home.
4:00p.m.-TCC-WeanLounge. '
7:30 p.m. - Film: "Woodstock" -
Cinestudio.
8:00 p.m. - Film: "Daniel Berrigan -- The
Holy Outlaw" sponsored by Prof. K. Kirk-
patrick & Chaplain A.C. Tull Religion 261
(Religion in America) - All welcome - Ad-
mission Free - McCook Auditorium.
THURSDAY, December 17
2:30-4:00 p.m. - CHRISTMAS COFFEE
HOUR for the College Community - Wean
Lounge.
LETTERS to the editor
'thanks'
To the Editor:
The union workers of Trinity College,
Local 531, wish to express their sincere
thanks to the entire student body for their
moral and physical support during our
struggle with the administration for in-
creased wages and benefits.
Also we apologize for any inconvenience
or hardships experienced by the student






It seems that during the last few months,
you have been searching your souls and
petitioning your reading public for ways by
which you might improve your publication.
One possibility would be to show a bit more
discrimination in the choice of your ad-
vertising copy. Being that you are sub-
sidized to some extent, it seems that you
could keep the Tripod on its financial feet
without accepting ads like Beer Talk. As the
student voice of an institution that cherishes
its "intellectual integrity," however fleeting
and hard-to-define that quality is, your
publication of these commercial mon-
strosities seems curiously unmeet.
Who is this McMahon person anyway? He
is the stooge of a sub-mediocrity the likes of
which permeates our media, the
homogenized incarnation of all that you
would eschew from your own pages. And the
copy itself! One would have to be somewhat
sloshed just to be able to read it through
without suffering embarrassed contractions
of the bowels. Do you suppose there is a
peer-group empathy towards the ad, that
the Trinity student body is a bunch of feeble-
minded "Fumings" who whine about the
temperature of their beer? Are we to find
any solace in the sage advice of Mr. Mc-
Mahon when he tells us, "Cool off, pal,...a
really good beer like Budweiser.is just as
good when you ice it twice?"
This is not to say that you need confine
your advertising to chaste products such as
Cliff Notes and yogurt. Surely, somewhere
in the vast world of commerce there is
someone who can pillage the student market
.a bit more tastefully than Budweiser.
Hoping for a termination of these ads, the






The film "Dan Berrigan--The Holy
Outlaw," recently seen on the NET network
will be shown'Wednesday night (December
16) at 8:00 in McCook Auditorium. It's a
superb, fascinating look at a priest who has
put the sanctity of human life above the
power of the state. If conscience is a crime,
then Berrigan stands proud to be called a
criminal.
Dan and his brother Philip, also a priest,
are currently serving four and six year
sentences respectfully at a Danbury, Conn,
federal prison for taking part in the Can-
tonsville 9 burning of 374 draft files in May
1968.
After the Berrigans and the seven others
had destroyed the files with napalm, they
sat and recited the Lord's Prayer while they
waited for the police to come. Dan told one
of the cops who came, "I wanted to say
'yes' to the possibility of a human future."
Berrigan had gone underground for four
months early this year to defy the U.S.
government. He surfaced heroically at a
church in Philadelphia to deliver a short,
stirring sermon, which stands as one of the
highlights of Wednesday night's film. When
captured last August, Berrigan had been
aided in his refuge by over 300 people.
In a written statement handed to repor-
ters at the time of their 1968 incident, the
Catonsville 9 declared:
. . . We confront the Catholic Church, other
Christian bodies, and the synagogues of
America with their silence and cowardice in
the face of our country's crimes. . . . Now
this injustice must be faced, and this we
intend to do, with whatever strength of
mind, body, and grace that God will give us.
My God have mercy on our nation.
Sincerely,
Steve Barkan 73
7:00 p.m. - MHBG - Alumni Lounge.
7:30 p.m. - Film (as Wednesday)
Cinestudio.
10:30 p.m. - The Eucharist Chapel.
FRIDAY, December 18
6:15 p.m. - Hillel Sabbath Service - Senate
Rm.
6:00. & 8:00 p.m. - F. & V. Basketball -
Amherst - Home.
7:30 & 10:45 p.m. - Film (as Wednesday ) -
Cinestudio.
8:30 p.m. - PEOPLjE DANCING - Trinity
Student Dance Concert - Admission Free -
Goodwin Theatre.
SATURDAY, December 19
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. - LSAT - McCook
Auditorium and L.S.C. Auditorium.
2:00 p.m. - V. Squash - Adelphi - Home.
7:30 p.m. - Hockey - Lowell Tech at
Lowell.
SUNDAY, December 20
10:30 a.m. - The Eucharist, Sermon by the
Chaplain, Chapel Singers.
5:00 and 7:30 p.m. - Service of Lessons &
Carols - Chapel.
1:15 p.m. - Newman Apostolate Mass -
Senate Rm.
7:30 and 9:00 p.m. - Films: "King of
Hearts" and "That Man From Rio" -
Cinestudio.
MONDAY, December 21
7:30 and 9:00 p.m. - Films (as Sunday)
TUESDAY, December 22
Christmas Vacation Begins after last
class today.
D.eeember 23 - January 3 - Christmas
Vacation
January 4 - 8 - Review Days
January 9 - Examinations Start
Tripod
The last issue of the TRIPOD for this
semester will be Friday, December 18.
Publication will resume again Tuesday,
January 26.
High School
Students interested in teaching in the
Trinity-High School Seminar program in
the coming term should pick up an ap-
plication in the Office of Educational
Services on December 14. The ap-
plication must be completed and
returned by Monday, December 21.
Sale
A sale of Christmas decorations and
small gift items', sponsored by the 'Neath
the Elms Garden Club, will be held
tomorrow in T.V. Lounge, between 11
a.m. and 2 p.m.
Proceeds from the sale will be used to
plant shrubbery around the campus.
The club, founded in 1956, consists of
























Extension universitaire de I'Universitaire de Paris
COURSES OFFERED
Professorial Staff from lUniversite" de Paris: M. Georges MATOR^, M, Antoine ADAM, M. Maurice DUVERGER, Mme Cecile GOLDSCHEIDER, M. Jacques Van den HEUVEL
i Lower Division Courses
102 Elementary French - emphasis on grammar, phonetics and
conversation. fi0 hc-u's
(prerequisite: 2 years high school French or 1 semester college French.)
201 Intarmediata French - grammar review with emphasis on
conversation. 60 hours
(prerequisite: 1 year college French.)
202 Intermediate French-composition and syntax study. 30 hours
(prerequisite: 201 or equivalent.)
212 IntermadiatePhonet ics - emphasis on pronunciation,
reading and speaking. 30 hours
(prerequisite: 102 or equivalent,)
If, Upper Division Courses
331 French Civilization - political, social and intellectual deve-
lopment up to the French Revolution, with emphasis on
literature and art. 30 hours
(prerequisite: 202 or equivaient.)
332 French Civilization - political, social' and intellectual deve-
lopment from the French Revolution to the present, with
special attention given to literature and art. (to be offered
summer 1971.) 30 hours
412 Advanced Phonetics - intensive practice in pronunciation,
reading and speaking, to achieve a true command of the
spoken language. 30 hours
(prerequisite: 202 or equivalent)
421 Survey of French Literature - advanced study of French
literature from the Middle Agestothe French Revolution. 30 hours
(prerequisite: 202 or equivalent.)
422 Survey of French Literature - advanced study of French
literature from the French Revolution to the present, (to be
offered summer 1971.) 30 hours
433 Principles and Methods of " Explication de Textes " -
advanced study of techniques and elements of literary expres-
sion in poetry, drama, and prose. 30 hours
III. Graduate Courses (opon to lost semester seniors)
515 17th Century Literature - study of Baroque and Classical
trends of 17th century.
525 18th Century Literature - study of the whirlpool of new ideas
during the first half of the 18th century.
535 19th Qentury Literature - study of French Idealism from
Lamartine to Hugo.
555 French Drama - indepth study of 2 or 3 contemporary plays
including ALL aspects of its presentation and literary merit
(dficor, mlse-en-scene, audience participation, etc.).
565 French Ar t - study of the evolution and revolution in art from
the Middle Ages to the 17th century.
566 French Ar t - study of the movements and schools of art from
the 17th century to the present, (to be offered summer 1971.)
585 French Styllstics and Creative Wri t ing r study of structural
and semantic elements and their application in literary expression.
IV. Graduate Seminars
605 Baudelaire - ies origines de la poeVie contemporaine.
615 Flaubert devant la Critique - ses contemporains, la critique
traditionnelle, la nouvelle critique.
655 La Notion d'Engagement - de 191 8 a 1938, de 1939 a 1958,
de 1958 a 1970.
NOTE: Special "Conferences" will be given, if the demand for
them is sufficient. (Gallo-Roman Art, The Recent Discoveries
in 'Archaeology, The New Wave in French Cinema, French
Politics since De Gaulle; France and the Common Market,
The French Press, Education since May' 68, France and the
Problems of Big Business, etc.). Therefore, students are



















KEY TO COURSE NUMERATION
UnclM.j'.uluait! Courses: Thy (irsi nuirhnr niprnsenls tho academic year (100 *»Freshman,
200 r.opVjmiiiu, Etc.).
The second numhnr indicates the general subject-area treated (0= Grammar
S Composition, 1 Phonetics, 2 * 3 - Literatim, Civilization, and related
subjects).
The third number represents the semester level,
Graduate Courses : The D00 and 600 serio courses represent graduato lovel. Tho last two
numbers designate Ihe course title.
CREDIT
REGULAR ATTENDANCE is a requisite lor uliluininr) credit.
Although the purpose of this summer session is to (ulli l l tin; rcquiiuincnis of American colleflo and
university credits, it also conforms to French university rcrjulatlons. Eiinh 30 hours courso is usually
equal to 2 American credits. If students successfully complete th(.» averaflfi summer session load
of 90 hours, they normally reccivo 6 American college credits. However, students are advised to
consult with their professors, their Department Chairman, their own school's Registrar s Office,
BEFORE MAKING FINAL ARRANGEMENTS, to ascertain the EXACT number of credits their school
grants for the Sorbonno Summer Session.
SORBONNE SUMMER SESSION
for American Students
A special Summer Session is offered by the "Cours de Civilisation Francaise "
at the Sorbonne for those students who wish to improve thait knowledge of
French language, literature, and civilization. This program is particularly designed
with American academic needs in mind, as it can meet the standard semester
requirements of most universities and colleges.
Thus American students can derive the double benefit of foreign travel and college
credits.
Similar to American summer sessions, the Sorbonne Summer Session lasts six
weeks, June 29 to August 7.
A round trip flight from New York to Paris by Air Fiance will be scheduled to leave New
York June 28 and return from Paris August 8. Students on this program will enjoy the
privacy of a luxurious apartment plui two meals a day. All university fees, a round trip
ticket, apartment and meals will cost only $1638.
RESERVATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BEFORE JAN. 20, 1971.
For Pre-Enrollment and Reservations, pleats air mail special delivery the following items
to Dir. M. Ward Mclntoih/ASTRA, Summer Session for American Student*, Cours de
CtviliMtion Francaise, Sorbonne, 47, rue das Ecote*, Paris 5e , Prance:
1. thU application form.
2. a 65 dollar deposit (by International portal money order),
3. a transcript or transcripts of college or university work.
4. a small recent photograph.
APPLICATION FORM
Please type of print all information.
Last name (Mr., Mrs., Miss) . . . »
First name , Date of birth
Permanent address
Academic standing as of Sept 1970: Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior, Graduate
University or college last attented
University or college address
If different than the above, address of university or college to which Sorbonne
transcript should be sent ,
Date »nd type of diplomas earned (orto be earned) as of June 30,1970
Major . . . . . Minor
Teaching experience (indicate lave!, subjects taught, number of years):
Name and address of persons to be contacted In case of emergency:
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Win Second Straight
Freshmen Beat MIT, 65-54
by Mark von Mayrhauser
An aggressive defense plus strength on recently, should
the boards overcame a cold shooting night
and brought the Trinity frosh their second
victory in a row, a 65-54 decision over the
MIT freshmen here on Saturday night. The
victory, incidentally, was the first ever for a
Trinity freshman basketball team at the
year old Ferris Gymnasium. The Bantams'
record now stands at 2-0.
Trinity, obviously the better team, con-
trolled the tempo of the game throughout. In
spite of this fact, though, the frosh could not
break away until the middle of the second
half. Up by eight, 49-41, with ten minutes to
go, the Bantams proceeded outscore to the
Engineers 12-2 over the next four minutes.
With 9:25 left, Bill Fenkel canned a lay-up
after a full court pass from John'Kindl; Ron
Duckett then popped in a jump shot and Ron
Waters a free throw, before MIT connected
on a hoop to bring the score to 54-43. Kindl
then came back with five straight points on
two rebound baskets and a foul shot. Two
more foulshots, one by Fenkel and one by
Bruce Kahn, upped the Bantams' lead to 18
points, 61-43, with six and a half minutes left
to play. An MIT press was futile as Trinity
settled back in its four corner offense and
ran out the clock.
In the first half .Trinity swarmed the MIT
offense, forcing the''-Engineers into num-
berous errors while limiting them to just six
field goals. MIT had almost as many points
from the foul line (11) as they did from the
floor as Trinity's aggressiveness resulted in
a number of fouls.
Offensively, the Bantams missed a few
shots early in the contest and, after that,
seemed to be forcing them. Their
domination of the boards often gave them
two or three shots at the hoop, but they
couldn't convert this fine rebounding into
very many points.
Tied 21-21 with 3:20 to go, the Bantams
pulled away to lead 29-23 at intermission.
Ron Duckett was the leading scorer in the
first half with 12 points. In the second half,
the game followed pretty much the same
pattern as the first until Trinity made its
move at the halfway mark.
Ron Waters came off the bench to lead the
Bantams in both scoring and rebounding.
Waters connected on six of nine shots and
-four of four foul shots for 16 points, while
gathering in 17 rebounds. BilFFehkeT had
another fine night, chipping in with 15 points
and 13 rebounds. Ron Duckett, apparently a
guard, pulled down 13 rebounds and fired in
16 points to match Waters as leading scorer.
Guard Bruce Kahn scored 13 points and led
the Bantam attack.
Coach Sferro's boys have shown quite a bit
of ability in easily sweeping their first two
games of the season; they can rebound, they
can control the ball, they can play defense,
and they can put points on the board.
Nevertheless, the strength of their first two
opponents, Coast Guard and MIT, is
questionable; the freshmen have yet to meet
an equally talented squad.
However, tonight's foe, St. Thomas More,
a prep school powerhouse in Connecticut
Swordsmen Split;
Down Fordham
The Trinity fencing team split its first two
matches of the season, losing its opener to
Brooklyn College, 18-9, at Brooklyn and
winning its home debut against Fordham,
15-12.
This year's team does not have a coach,
but is being run by the captains, John
Gaston and Marshall Garrison. The team
lacks the experience of last year's squad;
there are five rookies this year:- Peter
McMorris and Larry Pleasant at sabre;
David Brown and Neil Glassman at foil; and
Demetrios Glinos at epee. ,
Brooklyn took advantage of Trinity s
inexperience and lack of players to register
their win. The Bantams could field only
; seven men and were forced to have some
; players double up. .
Garrison won two of three bouts in both
> sabre and foil, but his efforts went for
; naught, Paul Meyendorff was the top
• Bantam performer, sweeping all three oi his
• foil bouts. Gaston won two of three in the
epee competition. _
In the victory over Fordham, Garrison,
Gaston and Phil Daly swept their bouts.
Garrison's victories were in sabre, while
Gaston and Daly triumphed in epee.
Meyendorff and Bruce McWilhams won two
of three in foil while McMorris and Glmos
won in sabre and epet respectively.
be one of the toughest
teams the young Bantams will face this
season. The contest will be played at 6:00
p.m. in the Ferris Gym.
Trinity Frosh
Kahn
Swimmers Downed f 70-43;


























































Trinity's swim team lost its first meet of
the season to Rensselaer Polytechnic In-
stitute, 70-43, Wednesday in Troy, New
York. The Bantam swim team is a com-
bination of the freshman and varsity teams.
Last year Trinity was unable to field a
competitive squad without freshmen and
this season the two teams were officially
combined. This has the advantage of giving
the freshmen varsity experience, but it
means that freshman swimming coach Chet
McPhee will have to spend another lonely
winter.
Brown won the 200 yard individual medley
with a time of 2:18.9. In the 100 yard
freestyle, the Trinity ace was timed at :54.3.
Charlie Mack won first place honors in the
200 yard freestyle with a time of 1:57.9,
while he teamed with Brown, Ted Eynon
and John Notmat to capture the 400 yard
freestyle relay.
Trinity travels to Amherst tomorrow and
will entertain Northeastern in their first
home meet of the season Saturday.
400 Hd. Medley relay: 1, R.P.I. (Shuf-
fleton, Hust, Hachen (Rosen T: 4:02.5.
200 yd. Freestyle: 1, Mack (T), 2, Divan
(R) 3, Stehle (T) T, 1:57.9.
50 yd. Freestyle: 1 Tomlin (R) 2, Tynon
(T) 3, Mann (T) T :24.2.
200yd. Individual Medley: 1, Brown (T) 2,
Jurka (R) 3, Paci (R), T, 2:18.9.
Req. Diving: 1, Pouley (R), 2, Prevost (T)
3, Ferrari (T): Winners Points, 135.50.
200 yd. Butterfly: 1, Hachen (R), 2 Garza
(R) 3, Mack (T), T. 2:15.
100 yd. Freestyle: 1, Brown (T), 2 Rosen
(R) 3, Mann (T), T. :54.3.
200 yd. Backstroke: 1, Shuffleton (R), 2,
Holberger (R) 3, Stehle (T), T, 2:17.1.
200 yd. Breaststroke: 1, Divan (R), 2,.
Hanssen (R) 3, Knight (T), T, 2:36.
400 yd. Freestyle Relay: 1, Trinity
(Notman, Eynon, Mack, Brown,) T. 3:36.6.
1000 yd. Freestyle: 1, Behum (R) 2,
Oandrepont (R) 3. Hoffman (T), T 11:47.5.
500 yd, Freestyle: 1, Jurka (R), w. Hoff-
man (T) 3, Hall (R).
Opt. Diving: l,Pouley (R),2, Prevost (T),
3 Ferrair (T) Points 158.40.
Trash Cans
New trash barrels have been set up at
various places around the campus. We
urge everyone to use them.
COMPLETE STEREO PHONO SYSTEM
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Bantam co-captain John Milliken (9) checks an Amherst forward while goalie Chuck
Shre ve moves out of the nets during Trinity's 9-1 loss to the Lord Jeffs.
Hockey Team Drops Two;
Record Now Stands at 1-3
by Shawn O'Donnell
The Trinity hockey team caught up with
basketball, matching records of one win and
three losses with the hoopsters, The Ban-
tams' home and away series for the week
featured losses to Nichols and Amherst.
Nichols' well-groomed sextet cashed in on
Trinity's first period lethargy to mount a 2-0
lead on the way to a 4-3 victory. The Bisons
padded their margin with two more goals in
the second period. Freshman Dave Koncz
recorded the only Bantam score up to that
point when he tipped the puck past the
Nichols' goalie on a breakaway play with
less than a minute to go in the first period,
Trinity came alive in the feisty final stanza
that saw the skaters embroilded in several
near brawls. Defenseman John Milliken
split the visiting Bisons' defense and scored
unassisted leaving Trinity at a 4-2 disad-
vantage with several minutes left to play.
For the first time in the game, the Ban-
tams showed the verve that has sent them
strutting off to victory in past years. Gary
Mescdn slashed Nichols' edge to 4-3 late in
the game when he rapped the puck into the
cage following a rough exchange. At this
point, Coach Batson took his goalie out and
inserted a sixth player to add scoring power.
Nichols repulsed the Bantams' last ditch
effort however, and held on to win 4-3.
Once again, the Trinity icemen spent a lot
of time in the penalty box. Although Coach
Batson had warned his players to avoid
retaliatory penalties, saying "It's always
the second guy who gets caught," several
overzealous Bantams were collared for
roughing infractions. Still, the 'referees'
failure to punish the Bisons for obvious
violations on several occasions left the
Trinity players and their fans seething,
Trinity did well to lose by just one goal to a
team that had come within two goals of
upsetting a powerful Holy Cross team a
week earlier.
On Saturday, the Bantams lost their grip
at Amherst, collapsing under the Lord Jeffs'
sophisticated attack, 9-1, Captain Cliff
McFeely opened the scoring with a goal
early in the game. He was assisted by
Sumner Smith. The score was tied at 1-1 at
the close of the opening period. After that it
- was all Amherst. THe next game is at Lowell
Tech on Saturday. '
Thus far, spotty performances have
plagued Trinity. The Bantams played their
finest hockey of the season in the third
period of the Nichols' game. The fans who
attended the game were delighted by the
crisp passing game that materialized after
forty minutes of feckless play. Seasoned
defensemen John Milliken and Spike
Brimingham steadied their tottering
teammates and brought them back from a 4-
i deficit. Trinity carried through in fine
form against Amherst until the second
period. The Jeffs proved to: be superb
penalty killers however, scoring twice while
they were a man down. The doughty Bats
were plunged into the Slough of Despond and
any momentum they generated quickly
subsided.
Nichols 2 2 0 - 4
Trinity 1 0 2 - 3
Goals: Nichols - Morris 2, Irons, Bellerose;
Trinity - Koncz, Milliken, Mescon
Trinity 1 0 0 - 1
Amherst 1 3 5 - 9
Married?
Trinity students who are married, may
apply for Athletic ID. cards for their
spouses at the office of the Athletic
Director, Karl Kurth, Jr., in the Ferris
Athletic Center. This new policy will
entitle wives or husbands of married
students to present student admission
rates for athletic contests.
It takes a captain to rally a sinking ship.
Howie Greenblatt, Trinity's high scoring
captain, puton an incredible outside
shooting show Saturday night to lead the
Bantams to their first win of the season, an
81-65 conquest of MIT at the Ferris Athletic
Center.
Greenblatt, connecting on 13 of 23 shots
from the floor, mostly from the 25-30 foot
range, collected a season's high of 30 points.
The senior guard, who had been shackled by
a box and one defense against Coast Guard
in the Bantam's last game, was credited
with nine assists and it was his play that
dominated the game.
"I'd had a lost of pressure on me in the
first few games," said Greenblatt,
"especially on defense. But this game Ray
Perkins covered MIT's best shooter so I was
able to concentrate on my offense."
Trinity led throughout the game, sinking
54% of their shots from the floor, connecting
on 36 of 67 attempts. Sophomore Perkins,
whose defensive abilities were well
illustrated during the football season,
started his first game of the season Satur-
day; he made his presence felt at the outset,
scoring the game's first bucket on a layup
after a fine pass.from center Tom McGuirk,
A rebound shot by forward Nat Williams
and three Greenblatt jumpers gave Trinity
a 10-4 lead with five minutes gone. A pair of
jumper shots from the left side by Sam
Merrill gave Trinity a 22-17 advantage. The
Bantams then held the Engineers scoreless
for the next four minutes while running off a
string of eight points on two beautiful turn
around jumpers by Perkins, a long field goal
by Jim Wolcott and another 30 footer by
Greenblatt.
MIT fought back to within nine, but Greg
Shepard scored twice in the closing seconds
of the half to give the Bantams a 40-29 lead
at intermission.
Greenblatt opened the second half with a
25 foot shot from the middle and then began
concentrating on, assists. Two beautiful
passes by the Bantam captain to McGuirk
and increased Trinity's margin to 57-42 with
11:57 remaining. A Greenblatt blast from
the outer limits gave Trinity a 69-53 lead
with five minutes left and from there the
home team coasted to the final margin, the
last basket coming on a scintillating driving
layup by Wolcott.
Much of the Bantam's success was due to
the adept shuffling of players by coach
Robie Shults. Greenblatt, Perkins,
McGuirk, Williams and Wolcott started the
game but Al Floyd, Shepard, Merrill and
Ron Cretaro saw a great deal of action. The
result of the substitutions was that Trinity
was continually playing with freshmen
while MIT was not. This became most
evident towards the end of the first half
when the Bants raced to an 11 point lead
with the rested starters.
"We've got a lot of experience on the
bench," said Shults, "and playing the
running type of game that we have to play if
we are going to win, I have to use as many
players as possible. With fresh players in
there all the time, we can compensate
somewhat for our lack in height because our
rested players can out-jump their tired,
bigger men.
Trinity faces Brandeis here tonight and in
the Judges they will meet a fast, fine
shooting team. Brandeis will bring a 3-1
mark into the Ferris Athletic Center. The
Judges' most exciting player is 5-6 Ken Still,
a guard whom Shults called "one of the
quickest dribblers I've seen in a long time."
Brandeis plays a full court zone press, a
defense which might cause the Bantams a
lot of trouble, "I'm going to have to go with
my five best passers," said Shults. Shults'
dilemma is that while he would like to start
Perkins to cover Still, he is worried a little
about the sophomore's ability to break the
press.
Another question mark for the Bantams
tonight will be McGuirk. The 6-3 center
played his best game against MIT, but he
sprained his ankle in a second half fall and
his status is unknown going into the Bran-
deis contest. Should McGuirk be unable to
play, Shults said that he would probably
move Jim Wolcott from forward to the
center slot while moving Williams to the
post position. According to Shults, McGuirk
played an excellent defensive game
Saturday, using his size to hurt their big
man inside, and his absence would definitely
hurt the Bantams' game.
"Beating Brandeis and Amherst in our
next two games will very important," said
Shults, "because it will give us good morale
and some momentum going into the
Christmas break. I'm not sure if we've
begun to jell but I do know that we're a
better team than we showed in our first

























































































Halflime score; .I0-29 Trinity
Close But No Cigar (La wson Photo) Jj
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